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BUT WHAT IS IT?

Missing the Particle 
Physics story

Want to observe it 
directly in the lab

Can produce it directly 
at colliders (LHC)

Look for interactions 
with dark matter in our 
halo
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interacting partners)

Compute relic density 
and compare to WMAP
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13.17. Summary of the reach with inclusive analyses 451
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Figure 13.32: Regions of the m0 versus m1/2 plane showing CMS the reach when only sta-
tistical uncertainties are taken into account. (left) for 1 fb!1 integrated luminosity, except the
Higgs case which assumes 2 fb!1. (right) for 10 fb!1.
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Figure 13.33: Regions of the m0 versus m1/2 plane showing CMS the reach when systematic
uncertainties are included. (left) for 1 fb!1 integrated luminosity, except the Higgs case which
assumes 2 fb!1. (right) for 10 fb!1.

could be reached with higher luminosity. Moreover, the reach will be further improved by
the addition of topologies with electrons, which are presently missing for the muon+jet+MET
and same sign dimuon searches.

The best reach is obtained with the most inclusive channels, the jets+MET and muons+jet+MET.
The range of gluino and squark masses up to about 1.5 TeV can be probed with an integrated
luminosity of only 1 fb!1 and is extended to about 2 TeV with 10 fb!1. Moreover, a large part
of the area is covered by several search topologies. The simultaneous observation of a signal
in various topologies will help unravel the underlying physics. Examples are the triangular
dilepton mass distribution, the observation of the Z0 or the h0 in less inclusive channels,
which provide a hint that their origin may be the decay of a !̃0

2. If discovered, yet more ex-
clusive analyses should then allow a more quantitative study, e.g. the reconstruction of the
sparticle masses and cross section measurements of relevant sub-processes and their ratios.

Discover SUSY at the LHC
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Discover SUSY at the LHCBaltz et.al.

Figure 47: Relic density measurement for point LCC4. The wino peak at very small relic
density is clear. See Fig. 8 for description of histograms.

we find that the relic density can be predicted to 19% accuracy.

7.3 Annihilation cross section

In Fig. 49, we show the prediction of the neutralino annihilation cross section at
threshold from collider data. Because the resonant annihilation through the A0 is
a simple S-wave process, this cross section is highly correlated with the predicted
relic density discussed in the previous section. The form of the prediction is, again,
complete ignorance until the A0 width is measured, and a sharp value thereafter. The
prediction of the exclusive annihilation cross sections to !! and !Z follow the same
pattern; this is shown in Fig. 50.

Because the annihilation cross section at threshold is large at LCC4, the collider
data gives us a significant ability to interpret the counting rates from experiments
that measure gamma rays from neutralino annihilation. In Fig. 51, we show the
determinations of !J(!)" for the galactic center and the canonical halo object de-
scribed in Section 4.4. For the galactic center, we expect 128 signal photons, over
360 background; for the canonical halo object, we expect 100 signal photons, over 60
background. These signals are similar to those obtained at LCC2, and–using the very
well determined annihilation cross section provided by the data from the 1000 GeV
ILC—we obtain similarly powerful results on the clustering and halo profile of dark

86
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EARLY STEPS IN A 
LONG JOURNEY

Avoid theoretical prejudice, get the 
complete picture

Look for new signals of DM, don’t miss 
a discovery

Test signals of DM, don’t make any 
mistakes 
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OUTLINE

Dark matter searches:  Need for 
nonstandard searches

Colliders:  Fake dark matter

Direct detection:  Inelastic & other 
nonstandard dark matter interactions

Conclusions
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STEPPING BACK

Does this signal (MET events) truly 
indicate a new stable particle?

Are there alternative explanations with 
no WIMP-like particle?

If so, how can we tell these scenarios 
apart?
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SC, de Gouvea

Neutrinos are a known 
source of missing 
energy, new physics w/ 
neutrinos can fake the 
DM signal

Look for “SUSY” 
lookalikes, cascades that 
produce neutrinos

Assume no visible 
decays or displaced 
vertices

Fake Dark Matter

Fake Dark Matter phenomenology
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FIG. 1: Di!erent decay modes of new, charged/colored heavy

degrees of freedom gSM. The left panel depicts the “standard”
BSM scenario with a WIMP candidate where gSM ! SM+LSP
(LSP is a new collider-stable particle). The right panels depict
di!erent manifestations of fake dark matter. In i) the role
of the LSP is played by a neutrino while in ii) the LSP is
unstable, decaying into n neutrinos.

II. FAKE DARK MATTER

The traditional WIMP signature we will attempt to
mimic, with fake dark matter (FDM), is depicted in
Fig. 1(left): a new colored/charged degree of freedom

(!SM) is produced at a collider, promptly decaying into
standard model degrees of freedom (denoted by SM) plus
a collider stable particle (LSP).1 Since most BSMs ensure
the stability of DM via a parity-like symmetry (e.g., R-
parity), such new states are often pair-produced, yielding
two such cascades in every event.

The FDM scenarios we wish to study fall into two dis-
tinct classes. In the first class, depicted in Fig. 1(top-
right), the phenomenology is very similar to the WIMP
cascade-case, but the LSP is replaced by a neutrino.
Thus the neutrino plays the role of what looks like the
true LSP. In the second class, depicted in Fig. 1(bottom-
right), there is a potential LSP candidate that is unsta-
ble and decays into a number of neutrinos within collider
time scales. The first class is more prevalent in the theo-
retical literature, and provides the most handles as far as
disentangling fake from real dark matter. On the other
hand, the second class seems to be rarer but is potentially
more di!cult to debunk.

We will restrict our discussion to experimentally

1 We warn readers that given its familiarity and our inability to
avoid it, we will often use SUSY lingo and analogies in our dis-
cussions, even when the discussion does not specifically apply to
a supersymmetric extension of the SM.

“tricky” manifestations of FDM where the event sam-
ple with Emiss

T cannot be easily identified with neutrino
production. For this purpose, we define two FDM re-
quirements. Our first requirement for FDM is that the
new physics should not lead to too many events with
little or no missing energy. If the new physics leads
to a large sample with little or no missing energy, we
assume that it will be rendered distinct enough for ex-
perimental analyses to associate the Emiss

T to neutrinos,
either through reconstructing mass peaks or event count-
ing. This eliminates, for example, scenarios where new
particles cascade-decay to SM particles through W or Z-
bosons and the source of large Emiss

T are neutrinos from
W/Z-boson decays. Such scenarios can be identified ex-
perimentally by comparing the relative size of di"erent
event samples with the hypothesis that zero, one, and
two electroweak gauge bosons have decayed into neutri-
nos. The constraints due to this requirement on FDM
models will become clear in the next section.

The other of our FDM requirements is the absence of
displaced vertices. The presence of displaced vertices of-
ten makes event reconstruction easier and will reveal that
one is not dealing with a characteristic collider-stable
WIMP signature. For example, displaced vertices are
commonly associated with super weakly interacting mas-
sive particles that are not thermal relics [10]. We will also
comment on this requirement in the upcoming section.

III. EXAMPLES OF FAKE DARK MATTER

Here we discuss examples of scenarios that may lead
to an FDM signal.

A. WIMPless New Physics – Leptoquark FDM

Before discussing complete BSMs, it is instructive to
present a simple FDM scenario. This can be accom-
plished by adding to the SM a new heavy charged degree
of freedom whose decay into SM particles always contains
neutrinos.

We will consider one scalar SU(2)L-doublet leptoquark
[1], Xd,2 which couples to standard model fermions via

!dXdd
cL. (1)

Here L = (", #)T , dc are the left-chiral SU(2)L lep-
ton doublet and down-type antiquark singlet, respec-

2 A very similar picture can be drawn with a (3, 2)+7/6 leptoquark
Xu which couples to SM fields via !uXuucL, where uc is the up-
type antiquark singlet field. In this case, we would also need to
impose that the coupling associated to the interaction X!

uecQ,
where Q and ec are the left-chiral SU(2)L quark doublet and
antilepton singlet respectively, is significantly smaller than !u

in order to construct an FDM scenario with few events with no
missing energy.

Monday, March 16, 2009
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the stability of DM via a parity-like symmetry (e.g., R-
parity), such new states are often pair-produced, yielding
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The FDM scenarios we wish to study fall into two dis-
tinct classes. In the first class, depicted in Fig. 1(top-
right), the phenomenology is very similar to the WIMP
cascade-case, but the LSP is replaced by a neutrino.
Thus the neutrino plays the role of what looks like the
true LSP. In the second class, depicted in Fig. 1(bottom-
right), there is a potential LSP candidate that is unsta-
ble and decays into a number of neutrinos within collider
time scales. The first class is more prevalent in the theo-
retical literature, and provides the most handles as far as
disentangling fake from real dark matter. On the other
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a supersymmetric extension of the SM.

“tricky” manifestations of FDM where the event sam-
ple with Emiss

T cannot be easily identified with neutrino
production. For this purpose, we define two FDM re-
quirements. Our first requirement for FDM is that the
new physics should not lead to too many events with
little or no missing energy. If the new physics leads
to a large sample with little or no missing energy, we
assume that it will be rendered distinct enough for ex-
perimental analyses to associate the Emiss

T to neutrinos,
either through reconstructing mass peaks or event count-
ing. This eliminates, for example, scenarios where new
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W/Z-boson decays. Such scenarios can be identified ex-
perimentally by comparing the relative size of di"erent
event samples with the hypothesis that zero, one, and
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The other of our FDM requirements is the absence of
displaced vertices. The presence of displaced vertices of-
ten makes event reconstruction easier and will reveal that
one is not dealing with a characteristic collider-stable
WIMP signature. For example, displaced vertices are
commonly associated with super weakly interacting mas-
sive particles that are not thermal relics [10]. We will also
comment on this requirement in the upcoming section.

III. EXAMPLES OF FAKE DARK MATTER

Here we discuss examples of scenarios that may lead
to an FDM signal.

A. WIMPless New Physics – Leptoquark FDM

Before discussing complete BSMs, it is instructive to
present a simple FDM scenario. This can be accom-
plished by adding to the SM a new heavy charged degree
of freedom whose decay into SM particles always contains
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We will consider one scalar SU(2)L-doublet leptoquark
[1], Xd,2 which couples to standard model fermions via

!dXdd
cL. (1)

Here L = (", #)T , dc are the left-chiral SU(2)L lep-
ton doublet and down-type antiquark singlet, respec-

2 A very similar picture can be drawn with a (3, 2)+7/6 leptoquark
Xu which couples to SM fields via !uXuucL, where uc is the up-
type antiquark singlet field. In this case, we would also need to
impose that the coupling associated to the interaction X!
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Examples of fake dark matter exist 
within the best known BSM theory

R-parity violation with neutrinos must 
involve L superfield

LLE and LQD couplings (considered 
one at a time) lead to different 
phenomenologies

RPV IN THE MSSM
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LLE

Well studied RPV operator

Collider pheno emphasis is 
on leptons

MET still appears from 
neutrinos

Sneutrinos could lead to 
visible events, except 
usually produced with 
neutrinos 
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FIG. 3: LLEc induced decays, with invisible decays on the
left and visible decays on the right. The decays where i and
j are reversed are not shown.

the selectron, the smuon or the stau. The phenomenol-
ogy in this case is identical to low-scale GMSB scenarios
with staus as the NLSP, except that the lepton flavors
do not need to “match.” For example, ignoring flavor vi-
olating e!ects, a stau NLSP in the case of GMSB decays
almost exclusively into tau leptons and a gravitino. In
this stau LSP RPV scenario, the staus decay into elec-
trons, muons and taus (plus di!erent flavored neutrinos)
with potentially unrelated branching ratios. Bounds on
the ! couplings (from neutrino masses, charged-lepton
flavor-violation, neutrino scattering, etc) do not preclude
large branching ratios into all lepton flavors as long as all
! couplings are smaller than 10!3.5 or so [12].

Another scenario, already discussed in the literature
[12], is the lightest neutralino "̃0

1 as the LSP. In this case,
"0

1 " ##"$"" is the only allowed LSP decay mode, and the
relative branching ratios to di!erent flavor final states
will depend on the relative sizes of the di!erent RPV !
couplings. Given the three-body-final-state nature of the
LSP decay, one needs to worry about how prompt its
decay is. Roughly,

"LSP #
!2g"2

100%3

m5
!̃0

1

m4
ẽR

# 10!4!2

!
m!̃0

1

250 GeV

"
GeV, (14)

where we set mẽR = 2m!̃0
1
. " $ 1/(10 µm) implies

!2 $ 10!7 for SUSY particle masses in the few to sev-
eral hundred GeV range. This is currently allowed by
experimental data, but is already constrained for certain
combinations of ! couplings. Note that one would be
faced with a similar scenario in the case of a chargino
LSP.

Scalar quark and gluino LSP’s are trickier. Squarks de-
cay into a four-body final state via q̃ " q"̃# " q(##"$"")
while gluinos decay into a five-body final state. Given
current bounds on RPV couplings, it is very unlikely
that either of these LSPs would decay promptly. Many
of these cases where ẽR is not the LSP share phe-
nomenological signatures with scenarios where the right-

handed sneutrino is the LSP (for recent discussions see
[14, 15, 16]).

It is worth noting that some states do not couple to
right-handed scalar leptons (say, pure winos). Once pro-
duced, these would decay via (potentially o!shell) left-
handed sleptons and ultimately to either ##"$"" or ##"#"".
The fraction of the Emiss

T = 0 new physics events would
depend on the relative masses of left and right handed
sleptons and the size of the RPV coupling, similar to the
b̃L and Xd cases discussed earlier.

Regardless of the nature of the LSP, the MSSM aug-
mented by LLE RPV couplings will lead to an abnormal
amount of events with charged leptons in the final state.
Thus, this type of FDM would be disfavored if one were
to also encounter a large sample of jets plus large Emiss

T
and no charged leptons.

2. MSSM with Right Handed Neutrinos

With the addition of new degrees of freedom to the
MSSM field content, other FDM scenarios materialize. A
simple and very well motivated extension of the MSSM
is the addition of singlet chiral superfields N . Gauge
invariance allows the following renormalizable terms in
the superpotential:

WN = fN +
k

3
N3 + !HNHuHd +

+y"LHuN +
MN

2
N2, (15)

where flavor indices have been suppressed and
f, k, !N , y" , MN are free parameters. Global sym-
metries dictate which among the couplings above are
“turned on.” If the N superfields are R-odd, the first
line of Eq. (15) above is absent and the N ’s are referred
to as right-handed neutrino superfields. In this scenario,
neutrinos acquire non-zero masses, as experimentally
required, either of the Majorana kind (MN %= 0) or the
Dirac kind (MN = 0). If the N superfields are R-even,
all y" are forbidden. The imposition of a Z3 symmetry
would lead to f = MN = 0 and a vanishing µ-term
in the MSSM superpotential. In this case we are left
with the well-known next-to-minimal supersymmetric
standard model (NMSSM) [17]. The NMSSM provides a
dynamical mechanism for generating the µ-term during
electroweak symmetry breaking and leads to several
interesting phenomenological consequences. Here we are
interested in the former case, where the N ’s “look like”
right-handed neutrino superfields and where the RPV
couplings !N and k are considered small.5 Detailed
discussions of di!erent aspects of Eq. (15) – mostly
concentrating on the spectrum of fermions, sfermions

5 Henceforth, we will not discuss the impact of the tadpole terms
fN .
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With the addition of new degrees of freedom to the
MSSM field content, other FDM scenarios materialize. A
simple and very well motivated extension of the MSSM
is the addition of singlet chiral superfields N . Gauge
invariance allows the following renormalizable terms in
the superpotential:

WN = fN +
k

3
N3 + !HNHuHd +

+y"LHuN +
MN

2
N2, (15)

where flavor indices have been suppressed and
f, k, !N , y" , MN are free parameters. Global sym-
metries dictate which among the couplings above are
“turned on.” If the N superfields are R-odd, the first
line of Eq. (15) above is absent and the N ’s are referred
to as right-handed neutrino superfields. In this scenario,
neutrinos acquire non-zero masses, as experimentally
required, either of the Majorana kind (MN %= 0) or the
Dirac kind (MN = 0). If the N superfields are R-even,
all y" are forbidden. The imposition of a Z3 symmetry
would lead to f = MN = 0 and a vanishing µ-term
in the MSSM superpotential. In this case we are left
with the well-known next-to-minimal supersymmetric
standard model (NMSSM) [17]. The NMSSM provides a
dynamical mechanism for generating the µ-term during
electroweak symmetry breaking and leads to several
interesting phenomenological consequences. Here we are
interested in the former case, where the N ’s “look like”
right-handed neutrino superfields and where the RPV
couplings !N and k are considered small.5 Detailed
discussions of di!erent aspects of Eq. (15) – mostly
concentrating on the spectrum of fermions, sfermions

5 Henceforth, we will not discuss the impact of the tadpole terms
fN .

q̃

q

!0

l̄

l̃

" !!

l!
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LLE CONSEQUENCES

Many charged leptons appear in each 
event

LLE operator violates lepton flavor, so 
lepton flavor counts will show asymmetry

Can look for sneutrino mass peaks in 
lepton pairs, potentially of different 
flavors
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LQD

Less well known

Fake dark matter 
realization is more 
nontrivial

Many visible decays, 
preventing RPV coupling 
from being O(1) and 
restricting LSP to not 
have visible decay

4

flavor of the final state quark or neutrino need not agree
with that of the target quark or beam neutrino. For a
recent study of a next-generation, high energy neutrino
scattering experiment, see [11].

B. Supersymmetric FDM – R-parity Violation

The MSSM with R-parity violation (RPV) has been
extensively studied for its collider signatures. For a re-
cent comprehensive review see, for example, [12]. For the
most part, the phenomenology is expected to be quite dis-
tinct from the MSSM without RPV, but there are excep-
tions. For example, if the MSSM superpotential contains
LLE terms (cf. Eq. (9)) and the lightest neutralino is the
lightest superpartner (LSP), each SUSY cascade is guar-
anteed to contain some amount of Emiss

T in the form of at
least one neutrino. A distinctive property of this scenario
is that each decay is also characterized by a potentially
large number of charged leptons [12]. Other previously
unknown – to the best of our knowledge – regions of RPV
space can mimic R-parity conserving SUSY and qualify
as FDM. These will be discussed momentarily.

We will consider the consequences of “turning on” one
RPV interaction at a time, and concentrate on those that
contain neutrino superfields. We will focus exclusively
on renormalizable RPV couplings in the superpotential.
Kahler couplings should also be explored, but since chi-
ral suppression tends to reduce couplings to neutrinos
these will be ignored henceforth. As in the previous sub-
section, we will identify conditions for the di!erent RPV
couplings so that the collider signals qualify as FDM. We
will first consider only the MSSM particle content, where
all neutrino fields reside inside the lepton-doublet chiral
superfields L. We then explore scenarios with small neu-
trino masses where RPV interactions containing gauge-
singlet chiral superfields N are present.

1. MSSM

Given the MSSM particle content, the renormalizable
RPV superpotential interactions involving neutrino fields
include4

!ijk LiLjEc,k + !!
ijk LiQjDc,k, (9)

where !, !! are dimensionless couplings, i, j, k are flavor
indices and Q, L, Dc, Ec are chiral superfields associated

4 Bilinear RPV, µ!LHu, will not be considered. Blinear RPV FDM
scenarios are identical to those with trilinear RPV. The reason is
that one can perform a superfield redefinition where µ! is chosen
zero while ! and !! terms are not [13]. SUSY breaking e!ects,
which prevent one from perfectly mapping the bilinear RPV sce-
nario into the trilinear ones, do not lead to new manifestations
of FDM.

! i
L

d̃ k !
R

d
j
L

! i
L

d̃
j
L

d k !
R

d
j
L

!̃ i
L

d k !
R

u
j
L

ẽ i
L

d k !
R

e i
L

d̃ k !
R

u
j
L

e i
L

ũ
j
L

d k !
R

Invisible RPV Visible RPV

FIG. 2: LQDc induced decays, with partially invisible decays
on the left and visible decays on the right.

to the left-handed quarks, leptons, down antiquarks and
charged antileptons. We proceed to identify regions of
the parameter space that lead to FDM. In most cases
the RPV couplings ! or !! are constrained to be small
enough that all MSSM production and decay processes
are dominated by the ! = !! = 0 Lagrangian until one
reaches the LSP. Hence, often the only impact of the RPV
coupling is to govern the decay of the LSP. We discuss
the phenomenology with the two types of RPV couplings
turned on separately.

LQD – In terms of component fields, the LQDc term
in the superpotential contains

LLQD " !!
!
("d # #u) d̃c +

"
"d̃ # #ũ

#
dc +

"
"̃d # #̃u

#
dc

$
.

(10)
Allowed RPV sparticle decay vertices are depicted in
Fig. 2. On the left are partially invisible decays, contain-
ing a neutrino, while on the right are the visible decays
without neutrinos.

Since we are interested in LSP decays that lead to neu-
trinos in the final states, we first consider the case where
the LSP candidate is a right-handed or left-handed down-
squark. The case of left-handed down squarks is similar
to the Xd case discussed in Sec. III A, with a few im-
portant di!erences. In the MSSM case it is easy to see
that, ignoring flavor and left-right mixing e!ects, only
third generation down-type squarks b̃L can be lighter
than its up-type squark partner t̃L (for tan$ > 1), and
their mass-squared splitting is of order m2

t . If there is no
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LQD CONSEQUENCES

d̃R ! uLe or dL!

d̃L ! dR!

Only down-type squarks have neutrino decays

1)

2)

For tan β > 1, dL squark is heavier than 
uL partner from D-term splitting

Exception is 3rd-gen squarks, since 
top quark is heavier than bottom

Flavor alignment means dR is b-quark

First decay is closed if uL is top, so again dL is a         
b-quark
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LQD CONSEQUENCES

d̃R ! uLe or dL!

d̃L ! dR!

Only down-type squarks have neutrino decays

1)

2)

For tan β > 1, dL squark is heavier than 
uL partner from D-term splitting

Exception is 3rd-gen squarks, since 
top quark is heavier than bottom

Flavor alignment means dR is b-quark

First decay is closed if uL is top, so again dL is a         
b-quark LQD is bottom heavy and LSP has mass O(mtop)
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MASS MEASUREMENTS 
2

!SM

LSP

SM

!SM

LSP

SM

n !

ii)

!SM

!

SM
i)

FIG. 1: Di!erent decay modes of new, charged/colored heavy

degrees of freedom gSM. The left panel depicts the “standard”
BSM scenario with a WIMP candidate where gSM ! SM+LSP
(LSP is a new collider-stable particle). The right panels depict
di!erent manifestations of fake dark matter. In i) the role
of the LSP is played by a neutrino while in ii) the LSP is
unstable, decaying into n neutrinos.

II. FAKE DARK MATTER

The traditional WIMP signature we will attempt to
mimic, with fake dark matter (FDM), is depicted in
Fig. 1(left): a new colored/charged degree of freedom

(!SM) is produced at a collider, promptly decaying into
standard model degrees of freedom (denoted by SM) plus
a collider stable particle (LSP).1 Since most BSMs ensure
the stability of DM via a parity-like symmetry (e.g., R-
parity), such new states are often pair-produced, yielding
two such cascades in every event.

The FDM scenarios we wish to study fall into two dis-
tinct classes. In the first class, depicted in Fig. 1(top-
right), the phenomenology is very similar to the WIMP
cascade-case, but the LSP is replaced by a neutrino.
Thus the neutrino plays the role of what looks like the
true LSP. In the second class, depicted in Fig. 1(bottom-
right), there is a potential LSP candidate that is unsta-
ble and decays into a number of neutrinos within collider
time scales. The first class is more prevalent in the theo-
retical literature, and provides the most handles as far as
disentangling fake from real dark matter. On the other
hand, the second class seems to be rarer but is potentially
more di!cult to debunk.

We will restrict our discussion to experimentally

1 We warn readers that given its familiarity and our inability to
avoid it, we will often use SUSY lingo and analogies in our dis-
cussions, even when the discussion does not specifically apply to
a supersymmetric extension of the SM.

“tricky” manifestations of FDM where the event sam-
ple with Emiss

T cannot be easily identified with neutrino
production. For this purpose, we define two FDM re-
quirements. Our first requirement for FDM is that the
new physics should not lead to too many events with
little or no missing energy. If the new physics leads
to a large sample with little or no missing energy, we
assume that it will be rendered distinct enough for ex-
perimental analyses to associate the Emiss

T to neutrinos,
either through reconstructing mass peaks or event count-
ing. This eliminates, for example, scenarios where new
particles cascade-decay to SM particles through W or Z-
bosons and the source of large Emiss

T are neutrinos from
W/Z-boson decays. Such scenarios can be identified ex-
perimentally by comparing the relative size of di"erent
event samples with the hypothesis that zero, one, and
two electroweak gauge bosons have decayed into neutri-
nos. The constraints due to this requirement on FDM
models will become clear in the next section.

The other of our FDM requirements is the absence of
displaced vertices. The presence of displaced vertices of-
ten makes event reconstruction easier and will reveal that
one is not dealing with a characteristic collider-stable
WIMP signature. For example, displaced vertices are
commonly associated with super weakly interacting mas-
sive particles that are not thermal relics [10]. We will also
comment on this requirement in the upcoming section.

III. EXAMPLES OF FAKE DARK MATTER

Here we discuss examples of scenarios that may lead
to an FDM signal.

A. WIMPless New Physics – Leptoquark FDM

Before discussing complete BSMs, it is instructive to
present a simple FDM scenario. This can be accom-
plished by adding to the SM a new heavy charged degree
of freedom whose decay into SM particles always contains
neutrinos.

We will consider one scalar SU(2)L-doublet leptoquark
[1], Xd,2 which couples to standard model fermions via

!dXdd
cL. (1)

Here L = (", #)T , dc are the left-chiral SU(2)L lep-
ton doublet and down-type antiquark singlet, respec-

2 A very similar picture can be drawn with a (3, 2)+7/6 leptoquark
Xu which couples to SM fields via !uXuucL, where uc is the up-
type antiquark singlet field. In this case, we would also need to
impose that the coupling associated to the interaction X!

uecQ,
where Q and ec are the left-chiral SU(2)L quark doublet and
antilepton singlet respectively, is significantly smaller than !u

in order to construct an FDM scenario with few events with no
missing energy.

Model independent test: 
measure missing mass

A lot of work recently in 
terms of mass 
measurements

Depending on cascade 
topology,    

1) Long cascade: can solve 4-
momenta and mass,                                              

2)  Short cascade: can look 
at max mT2 and find kink at 
true mass mν
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E.G. GLUINO DECAYS 
(CHO 0709.0288)
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FIG. 3: The mT2(g̃) distribution with m! = 350 GeV for the
benchmark point of mirage mediation.
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TOP ALL LEPTONIC “DATA” 
TAKEN FROM CHO 0804.2185
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0 GeV
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18 GeV

For massless particles, 
there is no kink

Difficult to measure no 
kink, χ2 fit gives minv < 18 
GeV (95% CL)

Mass resolution can be 
expected to be O(10) GeV

max MT2 (mν) for t → b l ν
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FAKE DARK MATTER 
SUMMARY

Missing energy events are not always tied to new 
stable particles 

Should know what possibilities exist

RPV leads to events with leptons and b-jets, can tag 
MSSM fake dark matter

Further predictions, flavor violation, mass of NLSP,  
and massless final state, can provide further evidence

Mass resolution is estimated to be O(10) GeV 
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OUTLINE

Dark matter searches:  Need for 
nonstandard searches

Colliders:  Fake dark matter

Direct detection:  Inelastic & other 
nonstandard dark matter interactions

Conclusions
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DIRECT DETECTION 
EXPERIMENTS

DIRECT DETECTION OF DARK MATTER C-1

Figure 1 A selection of experiments’ 90% upper CL results for 60 GeV WIMP-
nucleon scalar cross section versus times of publications. Labels in boxes give the
equivalent event rates in Ge in events/kg/day assuming a low recoil threshold,
>10 keV.

Figure 2 Observational constraints when combining data from WMAP, SDSS, SNIa,
and BBN measurements, plus reionization optical depth limitation (! < 0.3) showing
the 95% CL contours in the (!d = ["m – "b]h2, !m = "mh2) and ("m, "#) planes as
constraints are added. The allowed region where the observations are consistent is
shown unshaded.  The grey diagonal line in the (!d, !m) plane indicates models with
no additional DM component.  The dotted diagonal line in the ("m, "") plane indi-
cates flat geometry for the universe, with open (closed) models below (above) this line
(25).
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DM SCATTERING

Exponential falloff, due to exponential tail of velocity distribution

Rate

ER

For nuclei, ER ~ 10 keV

Also, for given ER,

DM with v > vmin = 

√(2m ER/µ2) give 

contribution

Example plot of scattering rate
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DM SCATTERING

Exponential falloff, due to exponential tail of velocity distribution

Rate

ER

For nuclei, ER ~ 10 keV

Also, for given ER,

DM with v > vmin = 

√(2m ER/µ2) give 

contribution

Example plot of scattering rate

Is this the most general 

possibility?
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DAMA

Strategy is different from other experiments

Does not try to distinguish nuclear from electron 
recoils

Instead it tries to detect a yearly variation in the rate 
(modulation)

Claims a consistent effect which persists in new data
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MODULATION Drukier, Freese, Spergel

June

2nd

max

Dec

2nd

min

Dark Matter Speed Distribution

changes annually due to Earth’s

motion around the sun
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MODULATION 
PREDICTION

t0 = June 2nd, T = 1 year

Sm can be positive or negative, starts 
negative at low ER and becomes positive 
at high ER

dR

dER
= S0 + Sm cos

2!(t! t0)
T
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DAMA

new

data

Predictions 1 152
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MORE INFO FROM 
DAMA

Older data was only able to give two bins

2-6 keV and 6-14 keV
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MORE INFO FROM 
DAMA

Older data was only able to give two bins

2-6 keV and 6-14 keV
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CONSISTENT DM 
MODELS

DAMA/LIBRA signal data is specific 
enough to pin down parameters of dark 
matter 

Gives a precise target to compare with 
exclusion limits from other experiments

Use its signal as inspiration for new DM 
properties
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MODELS

Will cover some simple examples

SI Elastic       (SC, Pierce, Weiner)

SI Inelastic   (SC, Kribs, Smith, Weiner)

Also considering SI, SD Q2 suppressed 
(SC, Pierce, Weiner still in progress) 
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ELASTIC DARK 
MATTER

Only two parameters,

mass and overall rate

σ gives a very simple

fit to DAMA data

Example fits to DAMA spectra

for different masses
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FITS TO THE DATA

Old two bin contours are shown in empty white contour 

New spectral information says that consistent story is constrained
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FITS TO THE DATA

Old two bin contours are shown in empty white contour 

New spectral information says that consistent story is constrained
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HOW TO TEST ELASTIC 
DARK MATTER

Low mass dark matter means that it is best probed at 
low threshold experiments

CoGeNT, low threshold runs at CDMS (Si or Ge), 
more running at XENON, future Argon experiments
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INELASTIC DARK 
MATTER

Simple modification originally proposed to explain 
older DAMA, CDMS conflict (Smith, Weiner)

One new parameter, mass splitting δ = mX* − mX 

Change in kinematics has profound effect that can fit 
spectrum

X X*

N
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IDM SPECTRUM

Threshold ER

Example inelastic scattering spectrum

Inelastic nature changes

spectrum

No longer exponential

at low energies

Shape is suggestive of

DAMA spectrum

vmin =
!

1
2mNER

"
mNER

µ
+ !

#
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SUPPRESSED RATES

v2
th =

2!

mX

!
1 +

mX

mN

"

Threshold velocity is lower 

for heavier targets, so light

targets have suppressed

rates

(127I in DAMA versus 73Ge 

in CDMS)

mX=100 GeV
δ=120 keV
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IDM FIT

Dark matter mass

ranges from 70

to 250 GeV

Mass splitting 

changes to fit

 peak
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IDM CONSTRAINTS
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FIG. 10: Slices of allowed parameter space for the best fit values of !. a) ! = 120 keV and

vesc = 500 km/s. b) ! = 134 keV and vesc = 600 km/s. As in figure 9, the dark lines are from

published experimental limits. The light dashed line arises from CRESST, including preliminary

data from the recent commissioning run. The red and green lines are the 90% and 99% confidence-

level contours using the DAMA-LIBRA data alone, as described in the text.

from tungsten scattering events. The seven events arising in the CRESST experiment are

consistent with the rate expected from iDM. Should they persist in future exposure, this

would be strong evidence for the inelastic nature of dark matter. Conversely, the absence of

such events would exclude the inelastic explanation of the DAMA modulated signal. .

Ultimately, this scenario makes two clear predictions: a signal rate in the 20-50 keVr

range for iodine and xenon targets, and significant rates on tungsten targets, whose signal

would naturally be peaked at 20-30 keV, and extending up to possibly 80 keV. Germanium

targets still have tremendous reach in their next rounds, and such a signal would be peaked

at high (! 70 keV) energies.

The nature of dark matter remains one of the most important questions in physics. We

have seen here that the inelastic dark matter scenario continues to provide an explanation

of the DAMA modulation, consistent with the results of other experiments. The robust pre-

dictions of this scenario make it exceedingly testable, and consequently, the next generation

of experiments should determine if the dark matter is inelastic.

Note added: As this work was being prepared, [37] appeared, which also considered the
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FIG. 9: Allowed parameter space for vesc = 500 km/s, v0 = 220 km/s. The dark lines are from

published experimental limits. The light dashed line arises from CRESST, including preliminary

data from the recent commissioning run. The red and green lines are the 90% and 99% confidence-

level contours using the DAMA-LIBRA data alone, as described in the text.

CDMS 

CRESST (W)

CDMS 

There are constraints, but model is still okay at 90%CL
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Spectrum is of the right 
shape, event rate is 
similar, so limit is 

weaker 

There is an ongoing 
reanalysis of high energy 

region 

Xenon 10 limits are 

weaker for a different

reason
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CRESST CONSTRAINT

Strongest constraint due to heavy 

Tungsten target, however observed 

events are not background like
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HOW TO TEST INELASTIC 
DARK MATTER

Heavy targets are preferred, so Xenon, Iodine, and 
Tungsten targets can probe all regions

CDMS can detect it at heavy enough dark matter 
mass or small mass splitting

Most importantly, spectrum is not peaked at low 
energy, but instead at intermediate energy region

Experiments should work on backgrounds and 
analyses for this sometimes neglected region
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CONCLUSIONS

Dark matter will be directly tested in the 
near future

Journey with many steps, should do as 
much as possible with the data

Should be suspicious of signal, 
motivates thinking about fake dark 
matter signals involving neutrinos
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CONCLUSIONS (CONT.)

Direct detection has many possible signals (used 
DAMA signal as inspiration)

Elastic dark matter (w/ or w/o q2 effects), can get 
low energy suppression through matrix element 

Inelastic dark matter, get low energy suppression 
through kinematic requirement on velocity

Such low energy suppressions could reappear at 
future direct detection experiments 
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